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Release Notes
PocketBook Touch Lux
FW Version 4.2

Implemented:
1. Updated ‘Pocketbook Sync’ service
2. Integration between ‘PayOnline’ and ‘BookStore’ apps
3. Handmade notes in DjVu
4. Implemented contrast and gamma correction mechanism in Adobe and DjVu (this
setting is brought in global.cfg)
5. Developed two positional elements in ‘Settings’
6. The on-screen keyboard in a browser is hidden by pressing ‘Enter’
7. Improved work of the browser
8. The Wi-Fi network, which is activating, is displayed at the top of the list of networks
9. Displaying book covers in the PNG format in the library
10. In Pocketbook News, the news feeds download is stopped, when Internet connection establishing is cancelled
11. Enlarged ‘Search‘ button in the search mode in readers
12. Modified mechanism of returning and moving to folders by means of roads (breadcramps) in the title of the ‘Library’ application
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Fixed:
1. Wi-Fi time out upon connecting to a network in the b/g/n mode.
2. The time was displayed incorrectly during launching browser
3. In the search mode, there was no focus upon pressing arrows for moving to pages
with results
4. Page number in the content instead of the ‘Note‘ signature
5. During browser launching the address bar with optional buttons was displayed
partially (after some time it was updated and displayed fully)
6. In the browser, sometimes after opening/closing the menu disappeared
7. In the library, pop-up lists of the context menu were overlapped
8. The font size, configured in reading mode settings, did not fit to the applied one
(much smaller)
9. Removed unnecessary screen updates
10. White screen after setting book cover as power-off logo (because a book cover was
not on the first page)
11. Improper words underlying in the dictionary mode (columns + margin cropping)
12. Key mapping could not be applied for Epub, FbReader, PDF and DjVu settings
13. When the shared key was changed, the new password was not asked
14. The connection was not turned off, when the access point was disabled
15. The device was unlocked by pressing buttons.
16. The device cannot be turned on by a timer, if it is connected to power adaptor
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